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SPECIAL
(JOLLECTI0Nl3

i

ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE hou,e
SJ 10/month. Call Joel 277-3230 or 255·3608.
2/14

5.

FOR SALE

DELUXE MICROWAVE LARGE oven touchmatic,
probe, memory. No down payment, assume small
monThly payments. 268-4393.
2/13
FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewfng'machine makes
buHonholcs, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches
without attachments, $27.50 and take nlachlne. 2665871.
2113
LOWEST PRICE RECORDS & tapes in New
Mexico. Natural Sound continues its "mellow down
ea.~y" sale-~all 6,98 list LP's, 3.99, all7 ,98 list LP's,
4.99. Higher list LP's and all tapes, $1,00 off.
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 Harvard SE
Store Only, across from Hippo Ice Cream.
2/24
1977 GUILD D-25 ACOUSTIC w/casc cherry finish

CIClss'ifieds

10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway, color
Television. Brand new guarantee, do down payment,
small monthly J?j-Yffients until balance is p_aid off,
266-5872,

'

KINKO'S TYPING SF.RVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minutc Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-R515.
tfn

HOUSING

LIVE-IN SITUATION FOR woman, non-smoker.
$50,00 room and board. Near UNM. 256-7593. 2(16
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking&
cleaning, )'ou do the studying, 303 Ash NE, 243-ZBB 1.
2/ I 3
THREE BLOCKS 10 UNM, fenced 1-bdrm home.
Pets fine, $100 bills Jm.id. Call 262-1751, Valley
Rcntuh, $30 fcc.
2/17
CLEAN SOLID 2-BDRM house. Enormous fenced
yards. Kids, pets, $165. Call 262-1751, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee.
2/17
IMMACULATE 4-BDRM HOUSE. Large fenced
yard. Kid~. pets 1 welcome. $175. Call 262-1751.
Valley RentaL~. $30 fcc.
2/17
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3·bdrm
hou.~e. Non-smoking. Around February 25th. 268·
01 ~~after.~ PEl~
2115

2/13

1

1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, corilmerclal model with
shag rake and attachments, lifetime factory warranty,
take over small payments. 266-5871.
2/13
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
February. Delta Mark lOB $39.95; Megaspark 400
$42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 268-5490. Electronic
Ignition Sales.
2/17
SONY TRJNITitON. AUTOMATIC one butlon fine
tuning, big screen, factory warranty. 268-4393. 2114
PIONEER COMPLETE STEREO. Big King Kong
.~peakers, magnetic turntable & higturade cartridge
casseue recorder. A:ssume small monthly payments.
268-4394.
2114
TAPPAN DELUXE MICROWAVE· touch-mntic
browning element, large oven adjustable shel\lcs,
automatic defrost, memory take up. Small mon!hly
rayments, 266-5871,
2/14
COMMERCIAL KIRBY CLASSIC. Must sell, big
motor attachments noor waxer & polisher, take over
payments till balance paid oW. 268-4394.
2/14
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
clnimcd. Equipped to buttonhole, zig zag. Pay $16.00
and take machine. 266-.5872.
2114

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE studenTs only.
Afternoons and c\lenings, Must be able to work
Friday and SaiUrday nights. Must be 21 years old.
Apply in per.~on, no phone calls please. Sa\le·Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mcnaul NE.
2/17
POSITION FOR INTERNATIONAL CcniCr

fl..

PITCHERS FOR MEN'S fast-pitch softball needed.
I finlcrcsted eall298-6476.
2/13
.. CHANGED..- THE SPIRITUAL realilfes of life
s_ontrollcd by people. A documentary running noon
SUD 250C, M·W·F February IJ,J$,17. The Way
lnterm!lional.
2117
JOHN JOSEPH CALL LESLIE. 299·4773.
2/13

.•wu.-<• •

I
I

FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical.
Experienced teacher. Private lessons. Call Marc at I.
&M MusicStudio.247-81.58.
2/17
THE ASUNM SPEAKERS COMMITTEE meets
today. SUB Room 230 at3:30 pm.
2113

2.

ew location to service UNMI
1001 Tijeras N. E. 247-3668

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: GERMAN SHEPARD, tan & black 1 chain
collar, no tags. Appears to be nboUI 1 yr. old. Found
ncar Curl isle & Central. 299-7946.
2/1.5
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify and
claim. Call after 6 pm. 821-9527.
211.5
LOST CALCULATOR IN WOODWARD 101 or
Chern. 101. Reward. 842-1099, C\IC,
2/13
LOST: FEB. 4, WHITE male cat. Green eyes, blue
rhinestone collar. No tags. 25.5-7435.
2/14
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
5S

1631 ELA!Jank N.E.
511 Wyomlng N.E.
4523 4th- N.W.
'

--'e=~=k-

293-4508
265-3667
345-5301

Now.
tfn
2/24
2/14
883-

CLASSICAL .GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method,
Beginners welcome. 266-9291.
2/28
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,
2~5-1164.
2/16
WILL TYPE ELITE. $.75 a page. 294-6781
2/13
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial .~ystem. Technical, gcncralt legal, medical,
schola~tic. CharTs & tables. 345-212.5.
4/29
DRESSMAKING.
REASONABLE. 262-0868.

The calendar
that writes
and a place
to keep it ...

ALTERATIONS.
2117

The Parker Calendar Jetter
parks snugly in a stick-on holder
wherever you need a pen:

,.

cash register
telephone
automobile
desk
bulletin board

Regular $3. 98

NQWS1.99

cp PARKER
Gift Department
at UN M Bookstore
(on campus)

I·1

-=·=-·

3.SERVICES
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare
Call PENM 842·5200.
TYPING. ht QUALITY, 883-7787.
FAST TYPING 266:3953.
TYPING AND EDITING, SOc per page,
3822.2/JJ

N~ ew Mexica

MISCELLANEOUS

DAILY
Tuesday, February 14, 1978

cma .~)~5.00 new, 292-3087 uner s:JO, 2/13
FOR SALE: 1976 Fiat 131, 5-speed, excellent con·ditiOn, low mileage, Sony AM-FM stereo cassette.
Call Barry, 877-78Bi, ·
2/13
PEUGEOT 10-SPEED. STRAIGHT handle ba"•
down-tube fra'me, e11:celient conditiOn, $60, Larry,
883-7262 after 1:00.
w
2/13

SEARS KENMORE SEWING machine for sale. 2434088.
2/15

4'.

8.

Si'ECJAL
COU,ECTIO:NS

$27~.00

NO DOWN PAYMENT Sansui receiver, 100 watts,
casselte or 8 track player, Fronolic 6-way speaker,
magneTic turntable, assume small monthly payments.
266·5871
.
2113

I.
PERSONALS
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion, Right to Choose,
294-0171.
2115
NICK, HOW COME no more personal ads? Did you
fall in lo\'c with a waitress at Carrara's? Mary. 2/13
CONTACTS?? POLISHING &sOLUTIONS. Casey
Oplical Company, 255-8736.
tfn
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY IOc, American
clgareucs 48c, every morning at Pipe & Tobacco
Road. lfz blod from UNM. 107 Cornell SE, M-F9-6
and Sat. 10-S.
2/17
CARPOOL AVAILABLE FROM Sanla Fe to UNM
for 9:30 class Tues., Thurs. 1-988-2642.
2114
IT'S THE PLANETS -for your dancing pleasure af
Ned's, dance 'tl12 am this week.
2/13
2 YEAR SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE. Full
tuilion, books, fees, plus $100 per month. Ir you have
completed at least 2 semesters of calculus and 1
semester of physics and will be less than 25 years old
at graduation you are in\li 1 ed to apply. If imerestcd
cnll766-2335.
2117
MELISSA, HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!
OOOXXX Sminy.
~
2/13
WANT TO BE UNM'S "Deep Throat?" Know
something we should know? Call the LOBO news tip
hotline. 277-5656.
2/17
YOUR CONCEPTS ARE imporlant. Submit your
artistic and literary conceptions to ConceptiorJSSouthwest, Marron Hall, Rm. 105 or UNM Box 20,
Deadline Feb. 28. For more informalion call Leslie
299-<1773.
2/17
COCKTAIL STYLE RAINBOW color cigarelles
aVailable at Pipe& Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell SE.
2114

Director, Application available at 1808 Las Lomi\s
~ought, Earn ronm, board, monthly stipend.
NE, 10·12 & 1-4:30, or 1717 Roma NE. DeadlineGradu_aTe l!llldcm~ al.~o receive tuition waiver. Appl)':
March 3 I, I 978.
212)
Associate Dean pf Students Office, La Posada Hall,
Deadline: March 3, 1978.
2/14
MAN, UPPER CLASS or graduate, late evening<~nd
S:nrurdlly hours, Copy shnp, Start $2.(i5. per !lour.
PAR_T-TIME JOB: SALES, flexible hours, good pay,
lmm'ediatc. Po not call. Apply in person, .DATACO,
Pn.'i.'iJble full-time .~ummcr, Call Phil Franczyk, CLU.
Uni\lcrsity and Lomas NE.
2/17
8~3-5)60.
2117
OVERSEAS JOBS--Summer/year-round, Europe. S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc, AI\ fields, $500-$1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free information. Write: BHP Co., Box_4490, Dept. NB,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704.
3/10
DAN~E!!l FEBRUARY 19, 1978 Jpm-7pm,
JANITORS, . MALE AND FEMALE, perman~Rt
Amencan J.egion Hall, 1201 Moumain Rd. NE.
part-time e\lening work, Experience unneccs1;ary, · ~u.~lc by . Spinn_in~ Wheel. $6-couplc, $3-single.
Evperienced Ooor persons needed. Apply Martin
T1ckc1~ avat!::tb!c ill illl Tidt:illl<:~~tcr. ioriltinn.~. 2117
Malntcnanl!e, 131 Mesilla NE, Monday, Tuesd~y.
CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trip.s .$89.95 buys
Wednesday, 3:00-6:00 pm.
211 S
you I) dark walnuT .~!!lined frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattrcs.~ with 'J.ycar
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS AND Undergraduate
!!tlni"<Hllec; $H9.95, 3407 Central NE. 255-2289, 2123
Advisors: Re~idence Hall staff applicants bei•l&

,

Lobos Hit Top 5

lath
lOti-.

All lee
All Levi's
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The UNM basketball team climbed into the nation's elite Top Five
in both wire service polls this week by virtue of its two,wins over the
Arizona schools last week.
The Associated Press and United Press ·International polls
disagreed on the number-one team in the nation, but both ranked the
Lobos fifth. It is the first time this season, the polls have agreed on
where to rank the Lobos and the first time the Lobos have cracked
the Top Five.
The AP sportswriters' and broadcasters' poll ranked Arkansas
first; Marquette second; Kentucky third; UCLA fourth and New
Mexico fifth. The UPI coaches pol! had UCLA fourth and UNM
fiftl;l bnt pnt Marquette on top followed by Kentucky and Arkansas.
~both polls the Lobos r~ceived one first-place ~ote,
.
GNM's I 9-2 squad (leadmg the Western Athlehc Conference with
a 9-0 slate) finished with 156 points in the UPI poll, just one point
ahead of number-six Kansas. The Lobos were 102 points behind
fourth-ranked UCLA. In the AP poll, UNM was a distant fifth with
527 points to UCLA's 782.
During the weekend, New Mexico defeated Arizona 103-85 and
Arizona State 103-92 and retained its title as the nation's top-scoring
team.
The Lobos entertain Hawaii tonight in The Pit and resume WAC
action Saturday night against the University of Texas-El Paso.

Now

lobo
men's
shop

TDDAY'S CBDSSWDBD PUZZLE
ACROSS 54 Struggle

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Salved:

1 Pric~ paid ~~ ~~~~~~us
5 Racmg team
teacher
9 Actress
63 Lacking tact
Jeanne--~-- 64 Big election
14 In fn;mt of.
victory
Prefix
66 Radio
15 ~tudy allenreceiver
lively
assembly
16
E~ume
67 Review and
17 C1rrus
amend
cloud: 2
68 Fish sauce
words
69 Minds
19 Mr. Zola
70 Buttons and
20 Encourage
Barber
21 Reduced
71 Leisure
23 Hackneyed:
2words
DOWN
25 Fleeced
18 1 954 treaty: 46 Stupid one:,
26 Airline
1 TwoAbbr.
47 Of an island
abbrs.
layered gem 22 Pistol: Slang 49 ---pick:
28 Make up
2 Attack -- --- 24 Lofty
Cavil
one's mind
sides
27 Spill over
52 Middle dis29 Feminine
lance run32 --- ------ bi II: 3 Valuable
·. fiddle: lnforname
ner
Sawbuck
37 Of the kidmal
30 Glen
53 Escape by
neys
4 Got
31 Wiffenpoofs
deceit
38 Upward:
32 USSR news 55 Steps over a
wisdoms
5 Ship's off.
agcy.
fence
Prefix
~39 Non-ex6 Thoroughfare 33 Ending for 56 Mineral
press
cad or infer
deposits
7 N. Amer.ln41 Actor-dians
34 Asia's
57 Build
Wallach
8 Actress
mistress
58 Arthritic aid
42 Cotton
Raquel ----- 35 Golfer's
59 Accurately
fabric
9 "Rah rah"
dream
fitted
45 Fines
shouier
36 Hindu prln- 60 Melody
48Tar
c~ss
. 61 Okla. city
1o Love affair
50 Image
11 Scientific
40 M_Jlk: PrefiX 65 Drunkards'
51 -----Minissuffix
43 H!ndered
disease: lnter: Tru12 Capri, e.g.
44 Silas and
formal
deau's title
13 Necessity
others

Senate Gets Prescriptio n Pot Bill
I

By JOHN CHADWlCK
LOBO Staff Writer

--~~·

New Mexico will be the first state in the nation to
allow for the prescription of marijuana for medkal
purposes.
The l-!ou;e of Hcprescntative> :n Santa Fe Sunday
approved 53-9 House Bill-329 which will allow
glaucoma and chemotherapy treatment patients to
receive and smoke' marijuana legally, said Lynn
Pierson, a UNM student.
Pierson, who smokes marijuana to relieve the side
effects of chemotherapy treatments, said the bill now
has to go to the Senate Finance and Appropriations
Committee before being passed on to the Senate floor
for a vote.
Pierson said the bill will provide, $25,000 for
overhead expenses for the operation of a three
member panel who will determine who is eligible for
the marijuana. The panel will consist of an opthamologist, an oncologist and a psycho!?gist. .
Provisions of the bill state the manjuana Will be
supplied in one of two ways, Pierson said.

I

'!-_:'

One source will be marijuana confiscated by the
state police, which would be turned over to the
Department of Health and Environment io determine
content and dose quantity.
·
The other source will allow the Department of
Health and EnvirQnmenLtn,conu:u":=illi-IJ...JU~~
Institute of Drug Abuse to reccJve dose-quahfJCJ
marijuana which comes already rolled and in packs of
20, Pierson said.
The marijuana that qualifies for patient usc, she
said, will bc.scnt to state operated pharmacies where it
is distributed to qualified patients.
Pierson ;aid the bill will be sponsored in the Senate
by John Irick, R-Bern., who is a "anti-marijuana hard
line."
The way the bill stands now, there i'> a "delayed
repeal section" which terminates the law July I, 1979,
Pierson said.
Pierson said he smokes about a 100 joints a month
to help overcome the side effects of the chemotherapy
treatments.
.
He said marijuana with a higher percentage ofTHC
sl.lch as marijuana from Colombia or Hawaii h better
I cont. on page 6)

LOBO photo by Howard Pace

Reactions Aired
On Sex Ruling
"If you have one rule for men,
you should have the same for the
women," said P.M. DuffeyIngrassia, one of the coordinators
of New Mexico Women's Forum,
in response to the recent Sutin
ruling.
The ruling, which is being
considered by the New Mexjco
Supreme Court, concerns a I 5-yearold boy having sexual intercourse
with an older woman. The ruling
said the act didn't contribute to the
boy's delinquency, but to his
worldly education.
"I am opposed to the ruling,"
said Duffy-Ingrassia.
Father Ronald Zawilla, of the
Aquinas Newman Center, said, "It
isn't the place of government to
legislate morality. That is a private
affair, not the business of the state.
In general, I would support the
ruling. It is showing a separation of
legal and moral questions."
Lynn Rosner, of the Rape Crisis
Center, said the ruling •.vas \Illconstitutional. "It's discrimination

c--·'!·~·-

ti

l
'

~

.

't'
'

on the basis of sex. It's alright for a
woman to have a relationship with
a minor but it's not alright for a
man to have a relationship with a
girl who is under age."
Pat Luna, assistant coordinator
of the Women's Center, said,
"Since ERA (Equal Rights
Amendment) has passed in New
Mexico, the laws should be equal. •;,
The District Attorney's office
refused to comment on the ruling.
Myrna Finke, past president of
the National Organization for
Women, said, "It is a personal,
private matter but children should
be protected from being exploited
ill that way. I don't think the judge
should have made a ruling like that.
,, '
He is not being equal in his
LOBO photo by Fabian Rodrtguoz
decision."
Linda Estes, director of UNM
women's athletics, said, "I think
what people do of their own free
Happiness is Satu;day afternoon in art class. Children from ages 6 to 9 meet every Saturwill is !heir business. In terms of day at the UNM Art Education Building for arts and crafts.
discrimination the law should apply
to both sexes, otherwise it is sexual
discrimination.''

----~~~--------~-------------------______,.j
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Remember
your
sweetheart
For the one you
love, do it in style

United- Press frttltrnatlo.nal
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i Plane 'Accidentally' Drops BOmb
0
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CAGLIARI, Sardinia- A U.S.
warplane accidentally dropped a
500-pound bomb on Sardinia's
picturesque Cape Malfatano
·

terrifying tourists, residents and "There were jet planes all over the . target but well within the exercise's off, adfling that the cause of the
animals, authorities said Monday. place making a frightful noise, assigned operating area o_n Sar- acciden't ~was still under inThere were no injuries.
Then I heard two explosions and dinia's southernmost tip."
vestigation.
The warplane, from the cat·rler called the police." .
The Sardlnlans are getting used
Nimitz, was among several flying
The 6t)1 fleet spokesman said the
The plane was taking part in an to things falling on them during
over the southwest part of the aircraft had "dropped the bomb Italian-Spanish-U.S.
amphibious military exercises.
New Mexico
island during "Sardinia '78" four miles east of the bombing exercise, the spokesman said, when
In '1'971, an Italian A,ir Force
DAILY LOBO
military exercises Saturday afthe bomb was "inadvertently Lockheed F-104 star-fighter crashed
ternoon, a spokesman for the U.S.
dropped."
just north of the cape.
A year later an Italian helicopter
6th fleet said.
Vol. 82
381401
No. 95
"It
sounded
like
a
real
war,"
said
He
said
the
bomb
caused
no
fell
into the seas east of the Island
Tbe New Afcxlc~ l)ollv Lab J 1s publhh.:d
Monday through Friday every regular week
injuries and fell . "into an and the two pilots drowned. That
Dr. Sandra Frongia, vacationing
"Of the University year and weekly during tho
with his wife and three children. .
uninhabited area in a Sardinian same year a German fighter crashed
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Me~eico,
impact area," 55 miles southwest of near Arborea, narrowly missing a
and Is. not financially u.'iSociatcd with UNM.
· .Eyeglasses or Contact Lenses
~·
Cagliari.
dozen peasants.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
On Oct. · 26, 1974, a British
, ,'One day Service, ·quality and ·
$10.00 for the academic year.
·
warplane dropped a 330 pound,
, Style at reasonable cosf
The opinion.c; expressed on the editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo .arc those of thr•
The
spokesman
said
he
presumed
bomb on Cape Malfatano. An
Case_y Optical Co. ·
author solely, Unsigned opinion is that of th1t
Italian offiCials were responsible investigating British pfficer later
editorial board of ThC Daily Lobo. Nothing.
· (Next doOr to Casey Re;ttJl/ Prug)
±"Tinted in -The D!lily Lobo nccessaril}
for seeing that any area around a
promised: "We'll try to be more
. Lomas at Washington
re~ntw the views of t.he University of New
UNITED
NATIONSCanada,
Mexico.
bombing zone was properly marked careful next time.''
· ..• --2!>5c
· '
citing
a !0-year-old U.N.
agreement, is expected to ask the
Soviet Union to foot the bill for the
expense of recovering th;: wreckage
of a nuclear-powered spy satellite
that fell on its northwest territories,
diplomatic sources said Monday.
The action threatens to further
strain relations between the two
NEW ORLEANS - Rejecting complaints that Chief Justice Warren
countries. Canada Thursday ex- Burger maligned trial lawyers by calling many of them incompetent, the
pelled 13 Russians it said were American Bar Association Monday defeated a resolution asking him to
Xeraxint:~s
involved in a spy ring.
repudiate the comments.
In a note to U.N. Secretary
One member of the organization's house of delegates, Lee Loevinger r
General Kurt Waldheim disclosed said approval of the resolution would be nothing more than engaging in a
Monday,
Canadian
U.N. "snarling cat fight with Chief Justice Burger."
Phata PracessiniJ
Ambassador William H. Barton
Burg~r addressed the ABA midyear convention Sunday and refused to
said his country has been in contact back down from his I 0-year stand about incompetence of trial lawyers,
with Moscow, as called for by the though he said some of his recent remarks were taken out of context. The
1968 U.N. agreement on the rescue chief justice was quoted several months ago as telling a British legal group
of astronauts. The return of he believed 50 percent of all American trial lawyers were incompetent.
astronauts and the return of objects
Raam 215 SUB 277-5528
The Illinois State Bar Association Monday asked the House of
launched into outer space.
Delegates,
policy-making body of the 250,000-member lawyers'
(acrass fram Casa del Sal)
Dimplomatic sources said organization, to call on burger to repudiate the statements or to prove
Canada also was discussing how to them.
.
51" per capy far f/2 H t1
get repaid by the Soviets for the
"Instead of ~tressing the negative, we should encourage publication of
5" per capy far B H t4
expense - possibly millions of all the positive'steps our profession has taken during the last few years to
dollars - of recovering the debris improve the excellence of our profession," said 'Carole K. Bellows,
[tlln capi•• ar I•••J
from the eastern end of Great Slave president of the Illinois bar.
2' per capy far 1/2 H 11
Lake and along the Thelon River.
Saying Burger's comments brought "ridicule and disrepute" to lawyers,
4~' per capy far
H 14
• The 1968 space agreement also Bellows cited studies that, she said, rebutted Burger's allegations.
provides that "expenses incurred in
[martt than t•n capi••· initial capy 2Dc)
fulfilling obligations to recover and
return a space object or its component parts ... shall be borne by
the launching authority."
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88:1-5223
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BYU_ Ariz. St.*_

401 WyomingNE265-7981

Utah_Arizona *_
Experience
You can
Bank
on

Hair Design Studio
Bring Your Valentine
For A Free Comple·mentary Consultation!

cr

9

".from I
banl<ers
with a
student
'pol{lt
of view

~1

I;

m~mher

2706 Central S.E.

\...:..._'.. ,._!

..-.

of

th~

BSI hmllr.

member FDIC

765-5230

1419 Central
243-1746
(2 blocks west of Galles)
40194th NW 344-1621-

Virginia_ N. Carolina*_.

Miss. St._ Kentucky*_
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NUMBER 11N SPORTS

START OFF RIGHT WITH
ADIDAS® AVANTI
Popularly priced, all-purpose
track shoe with blue leather
upper, white stripes and
interchangeable spikes.

1495

a

PRONTO

CASA
DEL

SOL

Speciol

9:30 a.m.-2:00p.m.

Super Sandwich
Hom, Beef or Turke_y
And Fries

New Mexican
Cuisine

$1.35

"N uestra cas a, su cas a."

ROSARIO DO SUL, Brazil- A
16-year-old girl who said she was
possessed by demons hung from a
wooden crucifix on a desolate hill in
southern Brazil Monday while
thousands of onlookers arrived by
chartered buses and set up fast food
stands at the "miracle" site.
Eliana Maciel Barbosa had
herself strapped to the crucifix
Friday night after dragging the 44pound wooden cross up the 450foot Picucho Hill in the arid,
unpopulated western region of the
state of Rio Grande do Sul near the
town of Rosario Do Sui.
According to the girl's parents,
Eliana had suffered from nightmares and evil visions for the past
six months and after medical tests
proved negative, she concluded that·.
"demons and evil forces possessed

ri;.11978Jos, Schlitz Brewing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

H. Cook Winrock_ Downtown. Santa Fe

ALL THE

her souL"
The girl, a Roman Catholic, told
her family she had a vision that she
could only be saved after three days
and three nights on a cross, the Rio
De Janeiro newspaper 0 Dia said.
Eliana was scheduled to come
down from her cross at 6 p.m.
Monday (4 p.m. EST), but the
newspaper said she could stay up
for as long as eight days if the
"miracle" does not occur.
Thousands of curious, faithful
and crippled flocked to the
crucifixion site even before the girl
went up, the newspaper said. Since
Friday night the crowds have grown
to more than 3,000 and 20 char-tered buses brought people to the
crucifixion site Sunday and
Monday, the 'newspaper said.

LOBOS!
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STUDENT
looK IJORE
2122 Central SE

Wash. St .._ UCLA*-

Contest Rules
Each Tuesday the Dally Lobo will publish the Lobo
Basketball Contest for members of the University
community. To win, contestants must pick the winner of each college game listed in each sponsor's
ad. In the event of a tie the entrant coming closest to
the score of the Lobo game listed at the bottom Jell
hand corner of the page will win. Contestants are
limited to one entry per week. The completed page
comprises your entry form and it may be taken to
Unl>erslly Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE; Golden
Fried Chicken, 1830 Lomas NE; Tlo VIvo Cashiers,
Main Floor of tho SUB; or they may be dropped offal
the Dally Lobo. Winners will be announced In the
following week's contest. First place prize will be a
$25 gtft certl!!cote, second place a $15 gift car·
tlflcato and the third plat." prize will be a $5 gift car·
llficate. Winners can p1ck up 1helr gift certificates
. for one week following the announcement.
Decisions of the judges are finaL Daily Lobo staff
and affiliates are ineligible. Deadline Is Thursday AI

5:00

Official
Entry Form

Week's
Winners

&

Hair Styling

1st
2nd

.

3rd

,Mike and Joe invite you to visit them at their
New place of business. Specializing in cuts
for men, and women and children.
.J5.'1>

s

Address--------

City _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone no.
UNMIDno-.----------

Big Valley Ranch Co.
8904 Menaul NE

299-9517

Arkansas_ Houston*_
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BURGER

KING

Our speciality

ltaUan food
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J

Member FDIC
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Lobos!

All The Way
Tie Breaker
Score
UTEP_UNM*_

-
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Bill Sanchez
Gilbert Montoya
Steve Gloss

After the gome. the perfect
last &top for
late dinner.
dancing
&a nightcap

Name ________________

Last

Parkview Barber
Shop

~p~

629 Amherst N. E.
268-9292

The Just Right
After ... place

WAY

Mike Gonzales

Upper Lt(vel

Wyoming_ CSU *_

Washington- UCLA*-

Lobos
Have it your way.

E"---------~w

Lomas

N

Yale_ Cornell*_
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.I

Cine. __ Marquette*_

Utah_ Ariz. St.*_

BYU_ Arizona*_
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LOL· LA· PA· LOO·ZA

'Possessed' Brazilian Girl
Straps Herself to Crucifix

Lower Level

-<'

CHDLMAN1S, INC.:

a

........

0

~.

Reg. 175.00
Student Not
149.95

nd_Duke*_

fi5UNM
Duplicatinta Center

Todo~'s

0

• :28 most·used math
and Jrlg luncllons.
• 15 Important
stalisllcal functions.
• 10 valuable
financial funcUons.

6307 Menani NE

Camplete
Ditta & Mimea-araphinr:t
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HEWLETT"' PACKARD

HP-27

\

Seeks . _
. . ent·
Paym

NawDp nD ily!

Gives you every preprogrammed
sclentltlc function HP has ever of·
fered-plus sla11s11cs and ftnance.

Sldl'li
At•ludaclilu lloot!li
IC.uttef.:llu lllndi11Je~

J'lNut..."IIO

c a· nad a

Trial Lawyers Reject
Proposed Retraction

The HP·27 Scientific/Plus
from Hewlett·Packard.
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Sport FaJ?S Treated
By Med Students

'Editorial
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By BEVERLY HARRON
LOBO Staff Writer

Problem

An emergency medical club,
manned by 90 UNM health science
students, donates its time at
sporting events to assist specatators
who have health problems or injuries.
Bill Wood, president of the
group. known as Medicine Bow,
said all the members of Medicine
Bow have taken 81 hours of
training to become emergency
medical technicians.
In these 81 hours, the students
learn life support and advanced
first aid at the Emergency Medical
Technician Academy on campus.$
Waod said each student donatet.
fo'ur to five hours a week, attending

::E

z~

We were happy to find the little "misunderstanding" at the Health
Sciences Library was cleared up last week.
~·
Until last week when a few well-placed questions were asked of the
... library officials, students not enrolled in the College of Nursing were not
~ able to check books out of the library. They were allowed to go into the
!l..
library and use the materials, but when it came to leaving the library
with those precious books, the library honchos drew the line.
ALL OF THIS CREATED QUITE a problem for students who were
taking courses in nursing. Many of these students fully intend to enroll
in the College of Nursing, but just hadn't gotten around to it yet.
In taking the nursing courses, they fou{ld the need to use the library
books but were frustrated in attempting to check them out.
This "misunderstanding on the part of one student" as Cele Quintal,
assistant director of the library, called it,. was cleared up.
IT SEEMS THAT SPECIAL CARDS were supposed to be issued to
the students enrolled in nursing courses, that would allow them to
check out the books. However, the rest of the University's 15,000
undergrads are still not allowed to check out books from the prestigious
Health Sciences Library.
All of which leads us to a couple of questions. Why weren~t the
students informed of the availability of these magic cards? If the library
has so darn much to offer, why are they so stingy about l~nding them
out?
We're just asking because apparently.the "misunderstanding" has
been cleared up and won't happen again.

Foot the Bill
Congress will soon consider a proposal that would ease the financial
burden of college students and their parents.
President Jimmy Carter proposed a program that would increase the
amount of federal money used to finance college educations by 40
percent. The president said he is taking this step to offset the "increasingly serious burden on America's low and middle income
families" that send their children to college. The average cost of
sending a student to college has increased by n percent in the last 10
years.
IN THIS AGE OF A HALF-TRILLION DOLLAR budget, Congress
should not become a tightwad when it comes to financing education.
Lord knows this country spends enough money on aid to the indigent.
With higher education available to more, perhaps we won't have as
much poverty in the future.
Money certainly doesn't solve all of the world's problems, but it
should not be a stumbling block to persons who want to get ahead.

Spells Relief
If you're bugged by some of the crap that floods the local radio
airwaves, relief may be on the way. In this case you spell relief A-S-UN-M.
KUNM, the student-operated FM radio station, has started pushing
for affiliation with National Public Radio. N PR is a Washington-based
outfit that produces programs for its affiliates scattered throughout the
country.
UNTIL LAST YEAR, ALBUQUERQUEANS could hear the fine
quality of the programs on an FM station in town, but since that station
folded, NPR fans have had to do without.
Now KUNM is going hot and heavy for the programs and we support
their drive. The ony thing that stands in their way is a money roadblock..
To be affiliated with NPR, stations must meet requirements for
broadcast power, employees and operating bud.q§t. KUti!M should
have few problems meeting the first two requirements, but the budget
problem looms larger in view of the vibes being sent out by the senate.
IF KUNM RECEIVES THE SAME $58,000 allocation it received last
year, and more money from the Graduate Student Association, then it
will meet the budget requirement. But ASUNM officials have hinted
that there might be budget cutbacks this year due to the decreasing
numbers of full-time students paying ASUNM fees. There's less money
to go around, the senate says.
While we can sympathize with the senate, we must remind them that
students pay fees primarily to gain tangible benefit. The student radio
station is one organization from which many students can benefit - if
not be active participation, then by listening pleasure. NPR programs
would certainly add to tl;le listening pleasure of most students.
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An Ameri~an In Pans
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FOUNO A
JOB

by Alan Pope, a former UNM teaching assistant now travelling abroad.]
PARIS, Feb. 3 - I know I told you in September that I was going to

Europe and would send you the latest news on fashions and politics.
Like a freshman (crossed out) person English student, my essay is only
five months late.
The Russian liner was slow across the Atlantic. I was detained on
ship by the KGB man who doubled as a juggler in the evening. Fimilly
arrived in the Old World just in time to see Notre Dame and the Eiffel
Tower before they are completely covered by pollution.
Well, the newest haute culture is out: Full, pegged at the bottom
pants are in: Black is the color of the season with light touches of red.
Hemlines are still uneven. Sportswise: France is in the world cup
competition. Politics, like the fashions, is black and uneven.
Oh yes, politics- it's very different here. Socialists and Communists
actually hold jobs. There is certain uncertainty in the air. France, only
one month away from the ballot box, waits, watches, wonders how it
goes. I have been observing the political scene as much as possible. I,
fortunately, can be objective, for I hold all political systems, all
governments, I have the same opinion of all of them. (Print it as I write
it. I don't make mistakes ofthewriting sort I was learned at UNM.)
Analyzing the politics is difficult. What I have gathered are impressions of a limited sort, not meant to be complete pictures, but
rather shimmering visions of a moving nation. And although! the
political context, terminology is different from USA, the basic problems ,
and approaches are sometimes simlilar. For example, a popular socialist
poster, billboard has a huge postcard addressed to the socialist party:
"If I earn 2300 francs a month now, how much will I earn if the left
wins?" Basic politics, n' est-ce pas? Only one month to the vote. Who
will win? In my next letter I will offer my predictions.
Go get 'em Storm in' Norm; this could be the year.
Love,
Alan Pope
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he said.
Medicine Bow administered first
aid to cheerleader Cindy Geissler
when she fell from the human
pyramid at a Lobo basketball game
recently.

_

_,

'-0
.00

LOBO photos by Fablno Rodrlguro...-

Medicine Bow has an ambulance fibrilator,. a medical kit and cardiac.
and up to 23 physicians on call at arrest equipment. ..
every event, Wood said. Their t Wood sard Medrcme Bo>; h~s n?t
equipment contains a portable been caug~t >horthan!fed m Its s1x
years of existence.
Funding for Medicine Bow
oxvgen tank, a portable decomes from the athletic department, loans from the Emergency
Medican Technicians Academy and
donations from civic orgaizations;
Wood said.
There are approzximately 30
second-year medical students, 30
first-year medical students and 20
nursing interns. Wood said I to 15
students will attend any one event.
Medicine Bow members are
stationed in different areas of the
crowd and communicate by radio,
Wood said.
Medicine Bow is governed toatlly
by students, Wood said.
New areas for Medicine Bow
include helping the Red Cross cover
bike-a-thons and Albuquerque
wrestling and boxing, Wood said.
William Martin, director of
Popejoy Hall, asked the group to
cover events at Popejoy also Wood
said.
Students in Medicine Bow also
teach basic first aid fo elementary
studen'ts and to the commissioners
and coaches of the Young
American Football Le:agute.
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CASSETTE DECKS

SWEETHEART SALE
ON STEREO

~

Our big February Sale is now underway!

SAVE 10·20·30·40·50% Off List Price On Many Items

TEAC A103
Front Load Cassette

Sex Pistols Gross

GARRARD GT-15

Editor:
In regard to Mr. J. Cicero's "Bad Fads Aren't" (Feb. 9):
.
How can you say "don't get upset" at something as gross and evd as
the Sex Pistols and the "signs of things to come" that they repr~sen~?
I admit I don't have all the answers for combating such detenoratron,
but as far as "sitting back and watching it happen," I'd like to see if
you, Mr. Cicero, would sit back and watch if the next little old lady
those punks spit on was your grandmother! (Yes they've been known
to do it.)
Case not completely closed,
Celine R. Lopez

TEAC
A-106 .
. ......... .
SHARP
front load auto program .
OPTONICA
front load, RT2050U . . . .
SONY
front load ............

Belt Drive

111

GARRARD 440 M
DUAL 502 .. _ . . . . . .
DUAL 704 .........
KENWOOD KD2055 ...
JVC JLA-20 . . . . . . .

59.95
169.95
299.95
129.95
119.95

3 year warranty

74

249.95
NOW 149.95
NOW 239.95
NOW 259.95
NOW

STEREO RECEIVERS
AND AMPLIFIERS

Some Limited Stock So Shop Early For Best Selection.
Prices Good Thru Feb. 1.,;8;....-----------......

AVID

"TOP RATED"
LOUDSPEAKERS ON SALE

STEREO
SYSTEM
SPECIAL
17 watt/ch
am/fm stereo
receiver

GARRARD 440M
ULTRALINEAR 1OOC

SAVE ON STEREO
ACCESSORIES

LOBO editorial phone 2n·5666

'

4.95
ZEROSTAT....... 17.95
MA.XELL C90UD
with free case . . . . . . ,
8.95
SHURE M75ECS
Cartridge . . . . . . . . . . 13.95
AKGK240
Headphone . . . . . . . . 64.95
AKG 7E Phono
Cartridge . . . . . . . . . . 54.95
GARRARD Pop &
Click Remover ...... 149.95
14 Band Equalizer . 149.95
Discwasher . . . . . . 12.95
Tape Head Cleaner .
2.95
PREENER ........ .

lt l(j kN(){J.}, 51/{}(1)
SOM£3.7HING BIJSJNfS5. 'CX/17l3
OF/A/HAT fRANI<L'ft NCf/1/itU,
NATURE? I'Y/3 GOT 7HI3 BUG I

\
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Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editors.: Debbie Levy, Anna Poole

Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of thO lOSO editorial board.
All other columna, cartoons. and letters represent the opinion' of the autho~ and do not
necessarily refleCt thfl vledw of the ediiori.al board,
.
lETTERS: letters to the editor must be typed and signed by the author with tho author's
signatu~e. addreas adn telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no l.onQor thim 300
words. Only tke name of the author will be printed and names will not be withheld. AIJ letters
tkat discuss iuues will be printed.
,
·
OPINIONS: OpinioM must be typed and signed with the author's nomo, signature, address
nnd telephone number. Opinions shc,uld be. no longer than 500 words, Oflly teh marne of the
author will be printed, and names will hot be withheld.
All submissions becQme the property of the New Mexico Oailly LOBO and will bo edited
Qnly for fength or possillty iibolous content. If Changes are made, the author. will be con~
tacted.
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KENWOOD KR-4070

199.95
.... 279.95

40 watts/CH .. _ .....
PIONEER SX-650
MilD A

129.95
MilDA
22 watts/CH ............ 149.95
OPTONICA ·
#4141 . - .............. 359.95
17 watts/CH ............

3-way speaker
With 12" woofer
Manuf. list price
is over.$600

SALE

29995

"STATE OF THE ART"
IN AFFORDABLE SPEAKERS
Your stereo can't sound better than
YC?Ur speakers. Compare the best
Wilh the rest. You can hear the difference.

BOSE BOLIVAR

BOZAK

I

'\I

,'

MilDA

Turntable

lOBO Editorial Staff
Editor·in·chiof: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
NewS Editor: D.M. Flynn
Ptlota Editor: Wendeii'T, Hunt
SportS Editor: Pl!ter M•drld
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WATTS DISC

---

football games, basketball games
and concerts. They have just started
covering the UNM rugby team.
During the weekends in the
summer and fall, Medicine Bow
memben also cover the Young
American Football League games,

RTR

l~
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AVID 100

Were 99.95 . . . . . . . . . NOW
,'I.VJD 102

144.95 ........

6995

Now109.95
169.95

AVID103W
205.00 ...•.... NOW

, . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :• : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Prison Morale
Aided by Letters
From Amnesty Int.

Programs

Tuesday
Noon - Jazz album by Larry
Coryell· and Philip C;:ttherine is
featured.
7:30 p.m.
Death of George
Jackson: On the spot documentary
from 1971.

.

b
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Here's the car you've probably been wan·
1lng,and now you can buy one in excellent
condHlbn.

1976
FIATX19

February Special
Some 1977 Models
w/Hd tubes

A beautiful car with over $300 worth of extras. Low miles, excellent tires, AM/FM
radio, tape player, chrome luggage rack,

1000 off Re!!.
'

LOBO photo by Rebekah Szymanski

Rusk announces his appointment of James C. Jaramillo, as the city's chief administration officer.

l
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Albq. Schwinn Cyclery
4404 Menaul N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110

chrome beauty rims. Orangewlih black trim
and special decor stripes. Priced for quick

only $4095

sale.

PHONE 247-2404,
ask for Bill.

256-7921

Use Your Degree!
Challenge ••
Adventure ••
Experience ••
Seniors/G·rads
Information Booth
·student Union

Reps On Campus Today!
Tue-Wed., Feb. 14·15

Rusk Names Jaramillo
As- Albuquerque's.COA
By REBEKAH SZYMANSKI
LOBO Managing Editor
Mayor David Rusk announced his appointment of
James C. Jaramillo as the city's chief administative
officer, in a press conference Monday afternoon.
The position was formerly held by Frank Kleinhenz
who resigned Dec. 1, the day Rusk took office.
Rusk said Jaramillo will assume the responsibilities
of CAO if he is confirmed by the City Council at its
next meeting, Feb. 20.
The 44-year-old Jaramillo said he has no specific
projects he wishes to pursue, only that he intends to
concentrate more on the managment of City Hall.
During his campaign for mayor, Rusi. maintained
Kleinhenz weilded too much power as CAO under
former Mayor Harry Kinney. When Jaramillo was
~asked if his duties as CAO would differ much from
Kleinhenz, he said, "I won't be as visable, but I will be
in the position to have access to·the press as well as the
public."
•
Rusk said Jaramillo will :•step into his new position
with a full knowledge of what is going on."
He also said Jaramilio will step into his new position

Stained Glass
Sale
Opal~scent

Antique
25Colors
Reg. $3.55-36.50
per square foot

21 Colors, l.ncludlng
Pink, Yellow, WhJtc,
Grccn,Dluc, Red; more!

Reg. 33.25·35.25

NOW 8 2.85-8 5.20

8 Bcnutlfut Colors
EnglJsh Streaky

Reg .l\5.3.';/Sq. Ft.
lVOW .. 4.30

Caught
With The

Bag

NOW "2.60-114.20

Tools
Pattern Sch;sors

Reg. K17.50
NOW'J.3.50
New AulomnllcSclf·
Oiling Carbide_ Cuttcl'"

with a yearly salary of $37,000.
Although the mayor said he preferred not to
comment on what he thought the City Council's
reaction to Jaramillo's appointment w_ould be, he did
say lie uluil't think it would present- any major
problems.
City Council Vice President, Marrion Cottrell told
the LOBO he "couldn't foresee any significant
problems with the new appointment. "I've know Jim
(Jaramillo) for several years and I think he's a good
administrator. "I won't second guess the mayor", he
said. "This office (CAO) is a key one for the mayor."
Cottrell said that since the mayor will be working so
closely with the CAO, he should have a greater say on
who he decides to put in that office. Mel Aragon,
UNM-area city councilman, told the Lobo, "I'm very,
very satisfied with his appointment. "The other
councilors have talked very highly of Mr. Jaramillo
too."
Jaramillo is currently director of Community
Development for the City. Before he held this position
he served as director of the Albuquerque Urban
Observatory, as special assistant for urban affairs to
the mayor of San Diego a well as a number of other
positions.

About People

All Stained Glass 20% Off
One Week Only

New:

FLYIN~

A\uFLlLLY
LoW 1 wAsN'T IT?

(Editor'sNote: This is ihe second of~ two part series on A mnesty.Internationaf, a London-based organization that won the Nobel Peace Prize in

KUNM News daily at 9 a.m. & 5
p.m.
UPI News daily _at 1, 6, 8, 11
a.m. and I and 9 p.m.
Sports daily at 3 p.m.
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THAT PLANE WAS

1977.]

s9~WINN

·.:

by AI Kratzer

By Jane Quesnel
LOBO Staff Writer

9 p.m. - The Home of Happy
Feet: Folk, bluegrass, and country
& western music.

90.1

NORTON AND SAMMY

Cathedral
-43 ('..olors
Reg. K1.85·1!2.90

LOS ANGELES (UPI) Actress Judy Carne, the "sock-itto-me" girl of the original "LaughIn" television show, was arrested
Sunday night on a felony charge of
possessing narcotics for sale.
Sheriffs deputies arrested the 38year-old actress at her West
Hollywood home after allegedly
finding a large amount of the
stimulant amphetamine sulfate and
paraphernalia for sifting and
weighting the powdery substance.
Miss Carne, former wife of actor

Burt Reynolds, was booked on a
charge of possession of narcotics
for sale and was released on $5,000
bail.
Sheriffs deputies said the actress, who also appeared in the
"Love on a Rooftop" TV series,
telephoned police Sunday night to
help her settle an argument she was
having with a boyfriend.
While in the house they
discovered the drug in a plastic bag.
Miss Carne's companion, who
was not identified, was not
arrested.

per squure foot
NOW 11 .1.50~"2.30

ReR-~17.50

NOW'J.3.50

Sale Starts Sunday Feb. 12
Ends Saturday Feb· 18

Stained GJas~ Co.
Of New Mexieo

5319 Menaul N.E.
Open M-S 10-6

883-11:10

••• More Pot
I cant, from page 1)

in conjunction with the chemotherapy treatments.
Aside from some potentially dangerous chemical
defoliants sprayed on marijuana fields in Mexico,
marijuana from Mexico is high in iron content because
the soil is high in iron, he said.
The Mexican marijuana, he said, leaves a bitter
metallic taste in hi~ mouth which lingers for days. The

metallic taste prevents him from drinking liquids to get
the excess drugs from the chemotherapy oui of his
system.
"The House has been really helpful in putting this
thing together. They understood that there was only
one side of the issue to be on. Now all that is necessary
is for the 'Democratic process' to· take its' course." he

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~========================================~s~ai~d~·===;
Do not pass Go- Do not collect $200°0 But here's how to Drop a course after the 4th week.
Students who withdraw from a course or the University after the 4th week of classes are subject to
grades of W if passing and grades of F (NC for graduate students) if failing. Each grade will be assigned
by the appropnate instructor.
You are encouraged to talk with your professor concerning your current status before completing the
withdrawal procedure. If you are failing and an F is to be assigned, you might find it to your
advantage to reevaluate your decision to withdraw. Regardless of the withdrawal grade you must drop
the course finally in Bandelier East (Registration Center).
Course withdrawals are processed only in the Registration Center-Bandelier Hall East. Withdrawals
from the University are processed by the Dean of Students Office-1129 Mesa Vista Hall, 277-3361.

SUNGLASS HD'OTS

Ray-Bans. I'hoto-Chrome.
Gradients, Mirrors, or I'oloriied.

Casey Optical Co.
(n('t/dvm to rtLH'IJ Rr-x.o/1 Drug

· Lomas'at Washington
25.5-6329 .

Maggie Beirne and Janet Johnstone, two members of the London-b<tsed
organization Amnesty International, met with local chapter member Amy
Conger in Albuquerque last week. Amnesty International (AI) is a group
working for the release of prisoners of conscience, that is, people who are
arrested for their beliefs. With members in 105 countries, this organization
achieved ~orld-wide recognition by winning the Nobel Peace Prize in 1977.
Each group sponsors, or adopts, three prisoners, from different
countries than their own, The Albuquerque chapter is currently sponsoring
a man who has been in solitary confinement in Morocco for five years, and
· a student in Cameroon about whom they've been unable to obtain information for two years.
Often a group may write letters for ye<J.rs, without ever knowing if they
are reaching anyone, or accomplishing anything.
"For example," said Conger, "we wrote everY, week to our Chilean
cases. For a long time we didn' hear from them. When we finally got a
letter from them (which they had given to someone else to ·mail to us), they
were ecstatic that our letters were getting through. The outside world knew
they were alive, knew they were in jail, knew about their problems. The
letters can have tremendous psychological effect on a]l the prisoners, not
just one, for you can explain in the letter that you're very concerned not
only about their case, but the cases of their companions."
"Postcards provide a lot of moral support," added Johnstone.
"They're seen by ... .. everyone who handles them, because everybody
reads postcards. Most of the letters to the government officials provide
moral support, because these people are caught up in a machine they can't
get away from. They're too afraid- and justifiably so- because if they
were to take a stand, they could easily be the next prisoners themselves.. "
Internationally, AI's work is being met with varying degrees of success.
Much attention has been focused on the conscientious objectors
throughout Western Europe who have no alternative to military service,
and so are jailed. Indonesia, for years a static situation, has begun to
release a few prisoners from its estimated 100,000 persons now in detention
(most without trial) since 1965.
Two mission tours were sent to Ireland (one to Northern Ireland) to look
into the questionable treatment of former internees. Although they suspect
these prisoners were involved with violent activity through various extremist groups, they are still concerned for their welfare.
In the U.S., two of the Wilmington 10 were adopted by a foreign group
and, while their releases have not been achieved, attention was focused on
their cases.
Chapters are growing by leaps and bounds, with 115 in the United
States 40 in Denmark, 300 in Holland, 300 in Sweden (with 50 in
Stockholm alone) and 600 in Western Germany. The recipients of West
German parking tickets now have the option of paying their fine to the
city, or giving the money to one of several recognized groups, of which AI
is one.
Locally AI has a fund-raising concert coming up April! in the Student
Union B~llroom. Professor Morton Schoenfeld of the UNM Music
Faculty, and Eddie Lee, president of the UNM Music Society, have
organized performances by faculty members Frank Bowen, Rita Angel;
Hector Garcia, Floyd Williams, and Leonard Felberg. Professor
Schoenfeld and Mimi Tung will perform a piano duo.
Although the chapters are the backbone of the organization, there are
countless opportunities for individual participation - such as writing
monthly letters or helping to raise funds. Those wishing to particpate can
contact Amy Conger of the local chapter at 266-2888.

Dorm Life Proves
A 'Culture Shock'
By MICHAEL P. McGUCKIN
LOBO Staff Writer
Students who may have spent
most of their growing up years
living with their parents go through
a culture shock as they learn that
living in the dorms has its pleasures
and, of course, its displeasures.
"New out-of-town students
benefit most," says Steve Smith
and Jeanette Sanchez, dormitory
graduate assistants for Hokona
Hall, "because the dorms provide a
place for students to orient
themselves into the college environment."
Sanhchez said, "Most of the
students' parents prefer their
children to live in the dorms rather
than an apartment because of the
security and supervision." Dorm
policies and food are the biggest
gripes of the residents. Some of the
students don't like tbe grad
assistants playing "big brother"
and the La Posada kitchen can't
please each individual's palate.
The social aspect of dorm life is
the biggest change. Most students
respond well to dorm life. Each
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The ATM Business Club will
offer free income tax assistance in
the SUB glass cubicles on Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Information about the Navajo
Scholarship Program is available by
calling Fred Tahe at 277-5831.
Application deadlines are approaching._
The

Religious,

Scientific ·

philosophy
discussionatgroup
will
meet
this Wednesday
7:30 p.m.
in the SUB room 253. Topic is the
divine creation and evolution how they are related.
David W. Price will speak in the
Farris Engineering Center room 303
today at 2 p.m. on the elements of
the heavy ion beam fusion program
at Argonne National Laboratory.
Gurdjieff Study/word group
meets today at 7:30 p.m. 211 12th
St.
A fellowship grant of up to $500
is being offered by the Santa Fe
branch
of
the
American
Association of University Women
for a senior woman planning on
going to graduate school. Information available at. the scholarship
office in Mesa Vista Hall.
The Student Organization for
Latin American Studies (SOLAS)
will have an informal coffee today
at 2:30 in the Ortega Hall 3rd floor
lounge.
A
Peace
'Corps/Vista
representative will be at the information booth in front of the
SUB today and tomorrow with
information for anyone interested
in joining these groups. The
placement office, 2131 Mesa Vista
Hall, has further information for-·
students interested in setting up an
appointment.

PANCHO ViLLA
TEQUILA
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GENERAL STORES
111 Harvard S.E.

Mon.-Sat.

8117MenauiNE.

Sun. 12-6

There is free coffee and
doughnuts for all graduate students
dorm has swdent governments that on Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to
organize social events like picnics; noon in room 208 of the New
watermelon bustb and inner tubing Mexico Union.
in the mountains.
The "Cellar" in Hokona Hall
provides a space for students and
'guests to play pool, pinball and
other games.
Smith said, "The Cellar also
sponsors dances on designated
weekends.
"You don't have any choice but
to meet people. With all the social
activities going on, it isn't very hard
for a new student to fit in and meet
2421 San Pedro NE (505)266-8113
friends."
Sanchez said, "There are many
activities going on in the dorms
compared to those of apartment •
living. We show movies and go ice
skating. I don't think life is bad
A COMPLETE LINE OF CROSS-COUNTRY
here. We have even had students to
return to the dorms after living in a
SKI EQUIPMENT
apartment because they apparently
couldn't eat their own cooking or
they just got bored."
Although
male-female
cohabitation and booze drinking
are considered taboo in the dorms,
life takes on a new meaning when
you're away from home enjoyiilg
the college scene.
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CalendQt of the Ensembles
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By JANE QUESNEL

Price Is Right
His credits read like a catalog of theatrical repertoire, from Shakespeart
to Osc&r Wilde. He has starred in over 100 films, appeared on more than
500 major television shows and more than I ,000 radio shows, and has
filmed 900 episodes of "Hollywood Squares." A critic and collector of art,
a gourmet cook, and the author of several books, Vincent Price is cert&inly
a multi-talented man of many pursuits.
Price will bring his show, "The Villains Still Pursue Me," to Popejoy
Hall, Friday, February 17, at 8:15 p.m. Always the first to acknowledge
the amount of horrendous parts he's played at the hands of Hollywood
scriptwriters, Price pokes fun at this many villainous roles in this outstanding production.
Born in St. Louis, Price orginally set out to become a teacher and a
collector of art, studying art first at Yale University, then working a for a
master's degree at London University.
While in London, he applied for a theatrical role on a lark, and got it.
From there, all his thoughts turned to the theater, and he became an.
American star overnight when he played Prince Consort Albert opposite
Helen Hayes in "Victoria Regina."
While the theater became his profession, Vincent Price did not let his
appreciation of art fall by the wayside. He served on the Board of the
Archives of American Art, the White House Art .Committee under
Jacqueline Kennedy and is currently a member of the Royal Academy of
Arts in England, as well as a patron of several contemporary American
artists.
Even if you've seen every Pnce movie, tried every Prlct: 1~dr;e, dllLI
listened to every Price recording, you've still only glimpsed the man. Here
is your chance to see Vincent Price in person, a true Renaissance man.

Schon, Petty, Vnlory, Rolle nnd Dunbnr

Jo.,urney: Finite Success
Infinity/ Journey/
Columbia JC-34912
By GEORGE GESNER
What a long trip it has been and
with Infinity, Journey has found
the road to fruition.
Journey started off as a five-man
band on their first album, an album
that was heavily into the original
Santana sound. The reason behind
that could be attributed to Greg
Rolie and Neal Schon, former
members of Santana. The album
was an excellent attempt at identifying a certain sound.

ffinttox Att
A retrospective exhibition of
works by Charles Mattox,
professor emeritu~ of .UNM is
showing at the Art Museum in the
Fine Arts Center through March

Mak••• of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

19.

Mattox fs a sculptor of international reputation and the
works to be shown here were
created from 1930 to 1977. A
number of two dimensional works
are included in the exhibit in addition to kinetic and sound-emitting
sculptures, influenced in part by the
musical experiments and scores of
composer Harry Parch.
The exhibition will be in the
upper gallery"of the Art Museum
and is open from 10 to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday and on
Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
·
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On Look Into the Future and
Next, Journey was trying to get
away from that sound, but lost
their direction falling into a spacy
oblivion. Those two albums had the
solid core of Rolie, Schon, Ross
V,alo~Y" and, Aynsley Dunbar.
Infinity introduces new lead
vocalist Steve Perry and a new
identifiable sound that should put
Journey back up with Boston and
Foreigner as recent superstar
groups.

.-

.Pvemight
31/2cea
4"same.day
No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

Ail for a Reason/Billy and Bobby
Aiessi/A&M Records SP-4657
By ROBERT SPIEGEL

in Peace corps/VISTA

Join a Company moving quickly
into tomorrow .•. GTE LENKURT,
an established leader-world·
wide-in State-of·the·Art design
and manufacture of video, voice
and data communication systems
and related electronic equipment.
We supply communication sys·
terns to the Telephone Industry
... railroads ... power utilities
... petroleum and pipeline com·
panles ... broadcast and CATV
firms . . . government agencies
and a wide spectrum of private
business organizations.
Our location Is superb -In the
heart of the beautiful San Fran·
cisco PeninSula ... Our environ·
ment is stimulating and prodUC·
tive ... our compensation and
benefits are most attractive.

GTE LEN KURT INTERVIEWS

WEDNESDAY, FEB.15
on University of New Mexico Campus

Opportunities for Graduates exist
in the following area:

Seniors/Grads
Information Booth
Student Union

If your Interests lie in the design
and development of communi·
cations circuitry and systems,
this is an exceptional opportunity.
This Is an Individually tailored
program in one or more specific
product groups such as Micro·
wave, Data Transmission, Com·
ponent Development, Frequency
and Pulse Code Modulation, Fll·
ters and Networks, and Test
Engineering.
If you are graduating with a BS or MS
in Electrical or Electronics Engineer·
lng, you should sign up for an Inter·
view-now-Contact the College
Placement Office tor more Information
on our Company.

( Cj i §I LEnKURT
1105 County Road, San Carlos, CA 94070 415/595·3000

We are an equaLopportun/ly employer.

There is a striking difference
between a true diversity of styles
and the use of diversity to escape
the maintenance of a cohesive
identity. On All for a Reason, the
team of two brothers, Alessi, fall

Reps On Campus Today! Tue-Wed, Feb.H-15

L------Peace CorpsNISTA-----___J

Rny Light

.. - - ,._,-+t_ _ __,,_

Product Development
Engineerbig
Training Program

Kid Man/Dave S11aker Ray/Mountain
Railroad Records MR-52780
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
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Best .cuts: "Wheel in" the Sky,"
"Anytime," "La Do Da,"
"Something To Hide," "Winds of
March" and "Lights." A plus.

The (Qts Ate CoQsting
Three of Sea Level's members
(Jai Johanny Johanson on congas,
Lamar Williams on bass and Chuck
Leavell on keyboards) have played
with the Allman Brothers Band,
and this comes through in the music
quite nicely. The guitar work of
Davis Causey and .Jimmy Nalls is
reminiscent of the Dicky BeltsDuane Allman work, though
without the flare. Individually,
Causey and Nalls can't touch
Allman 'or Betts, but together,
playing parallel and dual leads,
these guys are good. On the Jazz
side of the music, Randall
Bramblett offers some excellent sax
disappointingly into the second solos and Jai Johanny Johanson
group.
uses his congas to keep a strong
This is a hollow album that percussion bottom through most of
attempts to define itself by dressing the record.
in established styles. Intermittently,
these two sound like Leo Sayer, 10
CC, Yes, particularly with the Jon
Nice as most of this album is, it is
Andersonish vocals, the Bee Gees flawed by weak vocals. Of the eight
and Boz Scaggs. Although all of the cuts, four are instrumentals, thus
songs were written by Billy and diminishing the problem somewhat.
Bobby Alessie, there is an absence When Sea Level finds a way to
of identity to tie this material bring the vocals up to the level of
together in any manner what so the sophisticated instrumental
ever, except possibly, by the work, it will be an impressive band.
consistant toying with the successful formulas of other artisits.
It is possible that Cats On the
Perhaps Alessi is waiting for one of
will receive radio play. Radio
Coast
these songs to "take off" before a
is
becoming
increasingly selective in
stylistic·commitment can be made.
Unit! then, we are i~ft with a its programming, and Sea Level
potpourri of adornments and might not fit snugly into any
embellishments with no core to commercial pocket: too much jazz
justify their use. There just isn't for rock - too much rock for jazz.
This group is worth a listen.
any heart here.

Cats On The Coast/Sea Levell
Capricorn Records CPN-0198
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Cats On the Coast by Sea Level
contains a, strange, yet interesting,
mixture of musical influences:
southern rock and Earth, Wind and
Fire-oriented jazz. Odd as it may
sound, the result is refreshing. And
though the album is flawed by weak
cuts, for the most part Sea Level's
music is solid and confident.

The problems with Dave Snaker
Ray's Kid Man are exemplary for
most purist stylists of older music.
Ray is so intent on keeping these
blues songs authentic that he almost
forgets to make music. He also
fmgets that when these songs were
new, they were a progression
forward rather than an unrelenting
look behind. Ray neither adds to
these blues songs nor captures their
original spirit.
Another problem is with the
recording. I'm not sure if the •
fuzziness is an attempt at capturing
the harsh sound of the 78's or if it is
simply the lack of good recording
equipment, but the sound is
consistantly distracting.
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The instrumental breaks are clean
and songwriting has to be the best
Journey has ever devised. Things
are definitely going Journey's way
with this one.

Joanna DeKeyser in Brahms'
"Double Concerto in A Minor, op.
102" for violin, cello, and orchestra. A performance of this
monumental work is not to be
missed, and serves as a perfect
finale to a series of demanding
concerts and musical achievement.
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NM Public Interest
Research Group

(NMPIRG)
Availability Of Refund
The NMPIRG is funded by $2.00 out of each
semester's activity fee.
• Amount of refund- $2oo
• Refund Period- Feb. 13-Feb. 24
• Location of refund- SUB Box Office
• How to obtain refund- Show Student ID

Advailtages of paying s2oo to NMPlRG
1. Membership in a nation-wide organization working with
your interest In mind
2. Free adv1ce on consurnet, social and environmental
proolems
3. Free literature pertaining to NMPIRG projects
Renters Guide, Grocery Survey, Birth Control, Energy Cons.
Handbook, And Many Many More

Disadvantages of collecting refund
1. Ineligibility to vote or run for NMPIRG board of directors
2. Non support of NMPIRG's consumer, social and environmental projects
This ~dvertiseme'}t is in no way meant to discourage the
f!XerCISf! ot.y_our r1ght to a refund, but simply to inform you of
1ts avaJiabtlity. If you have any questions or comments
please call NMPIRG at 277-2757 or visit the office at 139 Ha/vardSE.
-----· ·-·---

M;ake This A Special
Valentine'sDayWith A Portrait
From Old West Photography
Receive a
Free Copy
with Every
Sitting

Receive a
Free copy
with Every
Sitting

Costumes Fit
Over Clothing

Photos Ready

All For No ReQson

"I" Becomes "We"
You'll make the
ri~t connections
at' I Cj i #J LEOKURT

With the addition of Perry, Rolie
and Schon join in as background
vocalists filling in a nice three-part
chorus throughout the songs. The
cuts on the album are solid and
direct and much more definable.

Four concerts in two weeks- no
admission charged - will spotlight
the excellence of UNM's top instrumental ensembles.
Sunday, Feb. 19, Jeffrey Piper
will direct the UNM Jazz Ensemble
in Rodey Theater at 8: 15 p.m. The
concert will feature not only two
big bands, but a jazz combo as well.
Selections performed will include
"La Fjesta" by Chick Corea,
"Moten Swing" by Bennie Moten,
and several pides by Duke
Ellington and Count Basie.
Associate Professor Artemus
Edwards will solo with the UNM
Chamber Orchestra in a performance of von Weber's
"Bassoon Concerto #I" Feb. 22, in
Keller Hall at 8: 15 p.m. The
concert, conducted by Joel
,~osenberg, will open with the first
symphony by Mozart and close
with his last, commonly known as
the" Jupiter Symphony."
·
Harold van Winkle will direct the
UNM Symphonic Band in a varied
concert February 27, in Rodey
Theater, at· 8:15 p.m. "Glenn
Miller in Concert," a medley
featuring the unique reed sound of
this big band leader, will display the
talents of Mike Galvin on clarinet,
Chris Jennings and Rick Metz on
alto sax and John Winder and
Louis Baca on Tenor sax.
Bassoonist Bill Thayer will solo in
"Concert Piece" by Phillips.
Additional numbers will be
"Savannah River Holiday" by
Nelson, "Zacatecas" by Codina,
"Le Chasseur Maudit" by Franck
and "Liebestod" by Wagner.

March 5, in the Student Union
Ballroom at 8:15 p.m., the UNM
Symphony Orchestra, under the
direction of Joel Rosenberg, will
perform Dvorak's "Symphony #8
in G Major." Joining the orchestra
will be UNM Music Faculty
members Leonard Felberg and

-Southwest
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The new literary and fine arts publication of UNM
is soliciting submissions of original work in
the fields of art, poetry, photography, and prose.

r-coNTACT LENS
SPECIAL

Submission deadline is February 28, 1978

$'10 Allergan Kit $3.50
Call for h;'"' pri<'t"" on h11rd.
•nil. nr •r•nu-~nftlr•nw•

bring to Marron Hall, Rm. 105
277-5656
or send to UNM Box 20, UNM, 87131

·Casey Optical Co.
lflfll dour to Ca.1ry

llrltlll /)r!IJ!J

Lomas at W a.•hington
255-8736
....
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Special ASUNM
Election - Feb. 22
(constitutional amendments)

Pollworkers Urgently Needed
10 minute mandatory meeting
either Feb. 15 at 12:00 or 2:00 room 230
or Feb. 16 at 2:00 room 230

Absentee Ballots Available
at the ASUNM Office Feb. 15-21

In Minutes

Old West Photography
323 Romero St. N W 13
Old Town 842-8838
(Offer Good Feb. 14th Only

Buyl
Getl

~~~

FREE

5-7 Mon. - Fri.
Mon.&Wed. FREE BEER*
8:30pm-10pm
Tues.&Thurs. LADIES NIGII1'S*
8:30pm-10pm
Fri. FREE BEER LADIES NIGHT
,All Ladies Well Drinks Free "$1.00 Cover
Lunches Served Mon. - Fri.

Boogie To:

Traveller
Uncle Nasty's
Under New Ownership

Entertainment 6 Niles 4418 Central S·E·

------------------------::------------------------~-----
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Lobos On Runaway Train
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor ,

-1: ..

they've had for the past three
. weeks, two games, as UNM and
Utah each won two WAC games at
Do you know what it's like to try home over the weekend.
Thursday night at University
and catch a runaway train?. Ask
Utah basketball coach Jerry Pimm Arena, the Lobos demolished the
Wildcats of Arizona coach Fred
-he'll tell you.
· The New Mexi.co Lobos appear · Snowden 103-85 and Friday night
to be on a runaway train in the the Utes clobbered Wyoming 95-73.
We.stern Athletic Conference
Then on Saturday night, the
basketball race and Utah figures to 'Pack knocked off Arizona State
be the only team to catch the Lobo 103-92 and Utah nipped Colorado
Express.
State 76-67.
The Lobos of coach Norm
In the Lobo's victory over the
Ellenberger
the same distance Sundevils, the WAC's leading

scorer, Marvin Johnson, pumped in
30 points, followed by 24 reserve
forward "Super Sub" Willie
Howard.
Utah got 25 points from senior
forward Jeff Judkins in leading the
Utes over the Rams. Utah, which
had a 20-point lead with 16:00 left
in the game, had to fight off a Ram
comeback to get the win.
In other WAC action over the
weekend third-place Brigham
Young w~s led by the shooting of
guard Scott Runia who canned 1I
of 12 shots from the field and ended

the game with 22 points against the
Wyoming Cowboys. The Cougars
won 76-56.
In the regionally televised game
Saturday afternoon, the Texas-El
Paso Miners blew an earl.y 17-4lead
over Arizona and lost 68-64.
In key WAC games coming up
over the weekend, the Utes and
· Cougars trek to the badlands of the
Arizona for the ASU-Arizona road
s•ving, Wyoming travels to
Colorado State and the leagueleading Lobos host UTEP.

WAC

Standings~<'
L

New Mexico

-9W

-

0

1.000

Utah

7

2
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Shots from above the UNM Arena d~ring the Lobo-Sundevil game.
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I.OBO photm by Wendell T. Hunt

Struggling Hawaii in Pit Tonight
By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
A group of men from the land of
beaches, palm trees and the eternal
sun, come to the land of desert
cactus and Lobo basketball for a'
game tonight at 7:35.

The Hawaii Rainbows bring their
basketballs to town along with a I20 record (hardly a pot of gold) in
an attempt to shock Norm
Ellenberger's national powerhouse
Lobos.
Ellenberger said, "This is a
precarious time of the year. By that
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I mean, we can get stale, we can get
flat."
The Lobos, who are on a 12game winning rampage (the longest
in the nation), are far from stale
since they sport the highest offensive average 101.6 in the
country.
"If you're playing well, you
don't want too much of a lay-off
between games," Ellenberger said
of the scheduling of the Rainbows.
The Rainbow's lone win came at
the expense of South Dakota State.
Lobo WAC opponent Brigham
Young managed to survive the trip
to the island with a ten-point win.
Hawaii's worse defeat was a 10468 thrashing by the University of
Houston.
"We want to improve towards a
peak. We want to get the most out
of our potential," Ellenberger said.

Marvin Johnson was able to get
the most out of his potential against

Arizona State last week, with 30
points. His performance earned
him WAC player of the week.
About the only.glitter in Hawaii's
pot of gold is 6-8 junior center
Tony Wells, who is averaging
around I 6 points and about eight
rebounds a game.
Johnson is averaging 23.4 points
and 6.4 rebounds a game, both slats
being the highest on the UNM
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has pulled down an average of
rebounds and is leading the Lobo
blocked-shot contest with 27.

Jimmy Allen has 24 and Willie
Howard has 22.
Last year the magic of the islands
struck UNM and Hawaii camt
away with a 78-77 victory. The next
night, with all of the mag1c gone,
the Lobs whipped Hawaii I 13-84.

IM Deadlines
Co-ree billiards will be held this
weekend in the SUB gameroom.
Entries are due by Thursday at 4

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
$1Qoo full year plus the
Summer Session

Marron Hall131

p.m. at the participants meeting in
room 230 of Johnson Gym. The coree team is made up of one male
and one female.
The entries are due for badminton doubles and handball
doubles by today at 5 p.m. in room
230 of Johnson Gym. A mandatory
managers meeting will be at 4 p.m.
on Thursday, Feb. 16 in room 124
in Johnson Gym.
The competition in both sports is
open to men and women and tshirts will be given to winners in
both men's and women's competition.

or by mail to:

UNM Box20
Univ of N.M.
Alb., NM 87131
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HA YAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

4200 Central S.E-.

Wednesdays Of Lent
Organ Recital 12:00-12:20 Edwina Beard
12:30-12:40 Meditations by Fr. Crews
12:40-12:55 Eucharist
Come to any or all three of these Lenten Offerings.

I.OBO rhoto by Phvllis M. Ku~h11cr

Russell Saunders, the "/{1fle big man" on the Lobo basketball team.

Chairman of the skies Wil Smiley
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for the l:ADlES
.1\LL DAY
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Canterbury_ Chapel
425 Universi~y N.~.

Russell Saunders, the 5-10
pepper-pot point guard of the Lobo
basketball team is really enjoying
his year at UNM, but Lobo opponents are wishing he was playing
ball elsewhere.
Saunders' small frame has been
big in tearing up every kind of
J~f.:n,c: lhJ.t uppu.>ing LUJdico lldvc
thrown up against the 'Pack, and
there have been many different
defenses.
Saunders, who hails from
Brooklyn, N.Y., ·.:ent to play
basketball at the college level in
Pensacola, Florida for a junior
college before coming to UNM this
season.
He said he came to Loboland
because he really liked the town and
people. But the big reason he came
here was the first class operation
UNM offered in basketball.
Saunders said, "I have played in
many
arenas,
including
professional arenas, but none are
I ike the Pit- the Pit is unique, and
the fans are the greatest.
When asked about his future and

Big Turnout Sparks
UNM Rugby Club
By RAY GLASS
LOBO Sports Writer
The team doesn't play in a
stadium, doesn't have a large
budget, doesn't have shoulder pads
or helmets or a large coaching staff
and isn't as well known on the
UNM campus as the traditional
football team.$
But the UNM Rugby Club does
play football, the version that
originated in England and
produced an offshoot called
American football.
And this semester, with the
biggest turnout in the sport's fiveyear history at UNM, the rugby
club may dominate competition in
the eight-team Rio Grande Rugby
League said coach Harvey
Alexander.
"We have a lot more people
comin·g out for the team, "
Alexander said, "This is the best
looking team we've had since I've
been here.
"There is only one team in the

league, the Albuquerque Ardvarks,
that is even close to us. El Paso also
has a good team but we don't play
them thi;; sesmter," he said.
With the increased interest in
rugby this semester, 35 men on the
roster, UNM will be able to field
two teams for the first time in the
club's history.
"Since there are no substitutions
in rugby, once you're in a game
you're in there forever. In the past
that meant only our 15 best players
would play. But now that we can
field two teams, everyone will get to
play," Alexander said.
Both squads will compete on the
same day, taking on two squads
from the other team. Multiple
squads on a team are not uncommon, with some teams in
England having up to eight squads
he said.
He said "The philosophy of
rugby is completely different than
that of football. Players work to get
an opening to pass the ball off. It is

much more like basketball's
philosophy. ·
.
The Rugby Club opens its season
February 25 against he University
of Wyoming on the field east of
Johnson gymnasium.
·

a hope at pro-ball Saunders replied,
"I'm not thinking about anything
farther than this season. Right now
I'm just concentrating on the
present."
"I know my position on the team
is one of a passer and to feed the
ball to better shooters," he said,
"besides, the way we play I
couldn't go 40 minutes with the
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8
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same ability."
As far as any dissention or
competition between himself and
the Lobos' other guards, Saunders
said, "We all have a purpose on the
team. I here arc no personal
problems whatsoever, we all have
the winning spirit and arc all very
close friends."

the letters inscribed upon this sacred
scroll."
-Baho.'u'llo.h
For more lnform~tlon ~bout the B~h~'rF~lth

242-4604 or 292-1255

THE FOUR R's
Now that you've graduated from the first
three, you're ready to learn the 4th:
Reality.
Peace CorpsNISTA will teach you about
people and places you've only read of.
Seniors/Grads
Information Booth
Student Union
Reps On Campus Today! Tue-Wed, Feb. 14-15

L------ Peace CorpsNISTA-------'

TIO
VIVO
It's A Super Sandwich

The Super Sub
The Deli has Roast Beef,
Ham, Salami, Pickles, L(ttuce,
Tomato andYour Choice of
Longhorn, Swiss, Monterey Jack,
or Provolone Cheese on a hoagie bt.m.
Hot if you like it.

o"

~

"Ye o.re the sto.rs of the heo.ven of understanding, the breeze tho.t stlrreth o.t the
break of do.y, the soft-flowing wo.ters upon
which must depend the very life of o.ll men,

c~ll:

~-

~-

Saunders Terrorizes Foes
By MARK SMITH
LOBO Sports Writer

-
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TheTioVivo
New Mexico UnioE:e Food Se:t•vice
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Classifieds
~

0"

0

I.

traceplion, stcrilizatlon, abortion, Right to Choose,

8

294-0171.
"
2/IS
CONTACTS?? POLISHING&SOLUT!ONS, Casey
Optical Company, 255-873(},
'
tfn

8
·~
~

ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY IOc, American
cigareUcs 4Bc, e.very morning at Pipe & Tobacco

~

and Sat. 10-5,

'FOUND: GERMAN SHEPARD, tan & black. chain
collar, no tags, Appears to be about I yr. old. Found
ncar Carlisle & Central, 299~7946,
2/15

12" CARRIAGE PORTABLE typewriter with
optional Greek lettcf!~ .. Asking $50. 266·4284,
2/16

2117

CARPOO~ AVAILABLE FROM Santa Fcto UNM
for9:30classTucs., Thurs.l-988-2642,
2/14

....,.

2 YEAR SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE. Full
tuition, books, fees, plus $100 per month. If you have
COIT)Pletcd at least 2 semesters of cidcuhis and 1
semester of physics and will be less·than 25 years old
at grfldljatlon you are Invited to apply. If interested
'all7o6-23_35._
2111

:5h

~

~

WANT to BE UNM'S "Deep Throat?'' Know
something we should know? Call the LOBO news tip
hotline, 277~5656,
.
2/17

. LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn ·
TYPING. lSI QUALITY, 883-7787.
2/24
MATH TUTORING AVAILABLE. Pre-Calculus,
, Remedial, etc. Joe, 299~1308,
2/20
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4S67.
FASTTYPING266-395J.

EDI!fORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,
265-ll64.
2116

SHARON, TODAY WOULD have been three year.~.
Too bad It isn'l! Love Mauro.
2/14

KINKO'~ TYPING SERVICE (IBM ,selectric) and
now 3-mmute Pas·sport Photos. No appointment.
268-85IS.
tfn

JOE INFO: MAY the soundtrack of life always be
playing your song.
2/17
PEAR CELI!STE, HAPPY Valentine's Day.
Stephen.
2/14
CALVIN--PLEASE, NO heart-shaped boxes full of
caiories this Valentine's Day. Love. Carla.
2/J4
PERRY'S PIZZA. WE DELIVER. Call843-9750.
2/20
BACKOAMI\o:fON CLUB SEEKING more inember.s.
Call Susan, 883~1163.
2/14
THE GYROS DINER is coming. 106-A Cornei!SE.

2120

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY Pam! Wishing you,
(~he sweetheart of all times), a Very Happy Valent me's Day! For you, Pam, arc as sweet and virtuous
a~ anyone human can ever possibly be. The bcsr of.
wishcs··Lnrry S. P.S •• You arc truly and hor1cstly the
most beautiful in every way, GOD be with you. 2/14
SPECIAL. DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ncd''l. Extra Special Drink prices during Very Huppy
Hour at Ned's.
2/14
NICK--0.1<., I'll CALL YOU for a date. Just give me
your phone number. Mary.
2/IS
'CHANGED"· THE SPIRITUAL realities or life
camrolled by people. A documentary running noon
SUB 2.mc. M·W·F February 13,15,17. The Way
2/17
lnternnlional.
F'IRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical.
F,pcricnccd teacher. Private lessons. Call Marc at L
.& M Mu..,icStlldio. 247-81.58.
2/17

4.

ALTERATIONS.
2117

HOUSING

LIVE-IN SITUATION FOR woman, non-smoker.
$50.00 room and board. Near UNM. 2.56· 7593. 2/16.
THREE BLOCKS TO UNM, fenced 1-bdrm home.
Pets fine, $100 bills paid. Call 262-1751, Valley
Rental.~. $30 fee,
2/17
CLEAN SOLID 2·BDRM house. Enormous fenced
yards, Kids, pets, $165. Call 262-1751, Valley
2/17
Rentals, $30 fee,
ONE BEDROOM FURN. Apt. V, block to UNM-2/16
First month rent reduced-·266-4284,

~I:JAT l~ A COLLEGE INN? Excellent food (no
l1mn). Prwate and double rooms, Maid service. 303
AshNE,243-288J.
2/14
IMMACULATE 4-DDRM HOUSE. Large fenced
yard. Kid's, pets, welcome, .$17.5. Call 262-1751,
Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
2111
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3-bdrm
house. Non-smoking. Around February 2!ith. 268~
OUI3 after 5 pm,
2/15
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE ~ouse
$110/monlh. Call Joei277-J230 or 2j5·3608.
2/14

5.

FORSALE

LOWEST PRICE RECORDS & tapes in New
Me:<i~.;o. Natural Sound conlinues its "mellow down
easy' 1 sa/c.. all 6.98 list LP's, 3.99, all 7.98 Jisl LP's
4.99. Higher li~t LP's and all tOJpes, $1.00 off:
Na!Ural Sound Records and Tapes 1 119 Harvard SE
Store Only, acro~s from Hippo Icc Cream,
2124
K2-4 SKIS S6:5, al'lo miscellaneous boots and skis,
lnU'i! 'iC/1. 25j-66JO.
2/15
SEARS KENMORE SEWING machine for sale. 243~
4088.
2/15

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only,
Afternoons a,J'it! evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old, .
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5S 16 Menaul NE. ·
2117

CLASS!Cf\L GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
Beginners welcome, 266·9291.
2(28

DRESSMAK l NO.
REASONABLE. 262-0868.

KEN--COME RAIN or shine, you'll always be my
2/14
Valentine, Je !'adore. Lindabag.

6.

2/28
2114

WILLY, HAPPY VALENTINE'S Daylllove you.
Muscles.
2/I4

DELUXE MICROWAVE- !ouch-malic
clement, large oven adjustable shelv~s
defrost, memory tak-e up. Small month!~
266·5871.
2/14.

COMMERCIAL KIRBY CLASSIC. Must sell, big
mal(,lr allachmcnts noor waxer & polisher, take over
paymenu till balance paid off. 268-4394.
2114
SINGER SEWING MA~HJNE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole •. zig zag. Pay$16.00
and take machine. 266·5872.
2114

3.SERVICES

GER~LDINE, HAPPY VALENTINE'S Day My
Love, Raben.
2114

DIVBRS DO IT DEi!t.. HR, Speaker, film; "hack
From Extinction, The Southern California Sea
Otters," Prcdive, Rm. 180, Joh11son Gym,, Wed,
15th. Come!
2/l.S

TAPPAN
browning
autQmatic
payments,

FIND YOURS.ElF in the Peace Corps, Qrtega 233.
.
ss

QA TYPJNG'SERVICE, A complete"typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables .. 345·2125.
4129

JERRY, TO MY BEITER Half on Valentines
Day ... I love you! 11 Jacqueline;"
2/14

PIONEER COMPLETE STEREO. Big King Kong
!>pcakcrs, magnetic tllrn!able & hightrade cartridge
ca.~scoe recorder. Assume Small mont~ly payments,
26R-4394,
2114

277~5907'

YOUR CONCEPTS ARE important. Submit your
artistic and lherary conceptions lo Conceptions-Southwest, Marro11 Hal!, Rm. 105 or UNM Box20.
Deadline Feb, 28. For more information call Leslie
299-4773,
2il7
COCKTAIL STYLE RAINBOW color cigarettes
available at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 1070 Cornell SE.
2/14

SEARS CONSOLE COLOR television, 25" screen,
beautiful cabinet. $160, 255-6610.
2/15

VALENTINE'S HEARTS AND LOCKETS found at
Wild Rose, 2916 Central SE. 266-9946
2/14
FOUND; POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify and
claim, Call ufter 6 pm. 821·9527.
2/IS
lOST: FED; 4. WJJITE IHale C<tt. Grech eyes, blue
rl1inestone collar. No lags. 2SS·74JS.
2/14

Road. (1 block frotu UNM. 107 Cornell SE, M-P9-6

Z
f'f

..

SONY TRINITRON, AUTOMATIC one button fine
tuning, big.~creen, faclory warranty. 2684393. 2/14

PF.RSONALS

~

CRAIG UNDERDASH CASSEITE Merco. wHh fasi
forward, reverse and auto~.'iiOp_.. $25. 255-6610, 2115
ELECTI<ONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
Fcbruory,. Deha rtf ark JOB $39,95; Megaspark 400
$42.95; Tiger SST $34.9$. 268.549(). Electronic
Ignition Sales.
2/17

LOST & FOUND

2.

.0

~ -rc~~~~u..Mm~~~~
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con-

HERALD LOOM: 45", 4 harness, daub/~ from and
back beams, 266-4567 afler 4;00,
2120

PART.TIME STUDENT POSITION for ASUNM
International Center Director. Application available
at 1808 Las Lomas NE, 10·12 and 1·4:30, or at the
Office of International Programs, 1717 Roma NE.
Deadline March 31, 1978.
2123
ATTENTION GRADUATE MEDICAL Law
students, Tutors wanted. Proficiency required in
Math, Verbal, basic Science skills. E>:eellem pay, Call
294-0416.
2/14
TRIIF I OVE IS A cummer joiJ fuUiil.l Uifollgh
America's largest summer employer directory. Master
application included. SUMCHOJCE, Box 645, State
2/14
College, Pa. 16801.$3 Complete.
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TDD·AY'S CROSSWORD PVZZ.LB
ACROSS

language
SO Signal
1 Electrical
51 Skin disfitting
ease
5 Bungles
53 West and
10 Cessation
Murrary
14 Italian coin 55 Hidden
15 Ano.int:Arch'
danger
16 Fire: Prefix 56 M6st
17 All around:
agreeable
3 words
61 "What---19 Fencing
of nonsword
sense"
20 Defers
62lena or
21 Elect. exAmur: 2
perts
· words
22 Welshman 64 Bruise
65 Spice
23 Shrivels
25 Family
66 Fork prong
member: In" 67 To be: latin
formal
68 Opinion
26 S. Amer. In- 69 If not
dian
30 Wee: Scot.
DOWN
31 Hibernates
1 Drudge
34 Miss
2 Verse unit
Talmadge
3 USSR river
36 Maul "Hi"
4 Celebration
38 --- Ia Ia
5 Church ser39 Warehouse
vices
·
1·
·installation: 6 ·s1 nge:
2 words
Prefix
42 Educated
7 Quadrennial
guess:
U.S.A.
Abbr.
event: 2
43 Group of
words
stocks
8 leaves
44 Stockholm
quickly
native
9 Council sit45. Brought up
ling: Abbr.
4 7 Poetic con- 1o Coined
traction
money
49 Gaelic
11 Newspaper

Un 3<\XU
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UNITED Featurt;! Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor

away. Yott lose the edge you'd have
otherwise at home.''
Basketball coach Norm Ellenberger said, "You really can't put
an amount of points along with the
home court advantage.
"Our fans are the greatest,"
Ellenberger said. "I would much
rather play at home."
On the road, the Lobos have
played before their smallest crowd
of the year, 4,293 against Southern
California in Los Angeles. In fron
of this sparse crowd, the Lobos lost
their first game of the season 93-80
"Playing in front of a large
crowd brings out the best in a
team," Ellenberger said. "Whether
you're at home or on the road.

C!__,/

fTOR 'S NOTE: This is the
a two-pilrt series on Lobo.
coLLECT!_C:~~~Ibal/
fans
and
the
phenomenon they ;ve started known
as "Lobomania".]
~h:cTAL

'1

. At the end of the 1976-77 UNM
basketball season 283,865 fans
packed the Arena in 18 home games
to watch the Lobos go 19-11 for the
season, 8-6 in the Western Athletic
Conference.
The Lobos averaged 15,770
screaming fans par game, good
·enough for second in the nation in
average attendance. First was
Kentucky which packed more than
22,000 fans a game.
· ·
So far this season after 14 home
games, the Lobos are averaging
17,204 fans a game, including the
exhibition game against the Cuban
Nationals.
Against Nevada-Las Vegas on
Jan. 17 in the Arena, the single
game attendance record was broken 1
as 19,044 spectators watched UNM
subdue the Rebels 89-76.
Putting figures aside, how much
. of a psychological edge in the
Lobo.'s favor are the fans in the

employee
blade
12 USSR city 46 Soft
13 ----laureate
whispering
18 Fleur- desound
24 Vlolinmaker 48 Milk
coagulator
25 Europeans
51
Passageway
26 Deduce
52
Title
of
27 Of Norway
honor
· 28 Resembling 53 Noted
chalk
Broadway
29 "--- Blue"
role
31 Haggard
·54 Sorrowful
novel
word
32 Urges
55 Treaty
33 Hindu gar- 57 Commend
for bravery
ment: Var.
58 Injurious
35 Beotone
59 Asian
mind
money
37 Chic
·
60
Trap
aloft
Johnson's
63 Thoroughfare:
· paitner
Abbr.
400wned .
41 Windmill

.

r--

Arena?
Dr. Henry Ellis, chairman of the
UNM psychology department said,
"I'd say the Lobos definitely have
the advantage when they play in the
familiar
Arena. They are in
environment.
"The environment changes," Dr.
Ellis continued, "when they play

MAN, UPPER CLASS or graduate, late evening and
Saturday hours. Copy shop. Start $2.65 per hour.
Immediate, Do not call. A"ply in person, DATACO
Univer.~ity and Lomas NE. .
211'7

a

OVERSEAS JOBS•-Summer/year-round. Europe, S.
America, A!Jslralia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500~$1200
monthly, e:'lpcnses paid, sight seeing. Free information,."Wril~:· · BHP Co .• Box 4490, Dept, NB,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704,
3/10

L

"We played before lwo record
away crowds, Colorado State and
Nevada-Las Vegas, and won."
Senior co-captain
Marvin
Johnson said, "I think this year's
fans are rowdier than last years
because we're winning more games.
Sometimes the fans force you to do
things you don't want to, like take a
shot you know you can't hit."
Johnson went on to say that
UNM's fans are always behind the
team and are tlleie wlleii they an:
needed.
"After a road swing," Johnson
said, "it's a good feeling to know
that there will be fans waiting at the
airport. You know they're going to
be there."
Michael Cooner. UNM's other

LOBO photo by Phyllis M. Kushner

Lobomania:

.

'

Home Tur; Spirit
·Pumps Up Lob.os
For Big Events

!Cont. on page 3)

JANITORS, MALE AND FEMALE, permanent
parHime evening work. •Experience unnecessary.
Evperienced noor persons needed. Apply Martin
Maintenance, 1.31 Mesilla NE, Monday, Tuesday,
2/1.5
Wednesday, 3:00-6:00 pm,
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS AND Undergraduate
Advisors: Residence Hall staff applicants being
sought. Earn room, board, monthly stipend.
Graduate students also receive tuition waiver. Apply:
A~sociatc Dean of Students Office, La Posada Hall.
Deadline; Murch 3, 1978.
2114

New Mexico

8.

DANCE.J!! FEBRUARY 19, 1978 Jpm-1pm.
American Legion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE,
Mu~ie by Spinning Wheel. $6-couple, .$3-single.
Ticket~ available al all Tickclmaster locations. 2117
CHEA.P WATERBEDS! Water Trips S89.95 buys
you I) dnrk walnut .... rained frame, 2) safety liner, J)
room1 comfort pad, 4) any si1.e matttc.~s with 3-ycar
#uarantce; S89.1J5. 3407 ('cmr.al NE. 255·2289. 2123

.

,..
.

.
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Happy Birthday to all
persons born on this date.

Funding Limits Class Offerings
By DEBBIE LEVY
LOBO Copy Editor

The primary reason for the
summer school curriculum being as
limited as it is is that tile summer
·session budget comprises less than
five percent of the total academic
budget, said Vera Norwood, administrative coordinator in the
,,
provost's office.
Norwood said this figure is
arrived at from 11nalyzing historical
enrollment patterns and enrollment
shifts.
"In 1975, the summer school
enrollment was high but it fell off
dramaticaHy in 1976. Last summer,
enrolin1cnl Ldiuc up agaJu;t;'Ui not
to the level it was in 1975," she
said.
The actual enrollment figures
were not available.

Ei!l" with c:aupan

New Mexico Dclily Lobo

Norwood said the academic
budget increases slightly from year
to year. The summer school budget
increases accordingly, but the
increase is so small that much of it
is eaten up by inflation.
"Last year, the summer school
allocation was $800,000; this
summer, lhere will be about a five
percent increase which will make
the total hudget for the summer
session $840,000, " Norwood
explained.
Dean
Nathaniel
Wollman of the College of Arts and
Sciences said there are three
considerations in determining the
allocation of funds for summer
school; emollment of the preceding
academic year, enrollment of the
preceding summer session and the
relative student credit hours for
each department.

Deadline is Today
For Test Sign-Up

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Registration deadline for the March 25 88th test for undergraduates
is today. Students who have completed more than 88 hours are
required to take the test for graduation.
Richard Legoza, UNM associate registrar, said, "The registration
deadline was established in the testing division so they would know
how many tests to order."
Legoza qualifed this deadline however, saying, "We will still let
students register after the deadline but the registration will have a
restriction.
"Students will have to go to the testing division first, so the testing
division will know that extra people will be at the test for which there
is no order booklet placed."
The test is free, but students who wartt to take the advanced portion
of the series must pay$13.
Some colleges and department require students to take advanced
tests in a particular subject. If this is the case, students may register
for both tests at the same time, The test will be given at different
limes.
Scores from the advanced tests may be registered with the nalional
testing service Upon request.
Registration for both tests is at the UNM Testing Division in
building two of the University College.

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday
. thru. Friday

------Telephone,_ _ _ _ __

•

'

Wednesday, February 15, 1978

MISCELLANEOUS

Please place the .following ~las.sified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
L?bo
tunes(s) begmnmg
, under. the heading
(circle one): l. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6, Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

.

DAILY

PART-TIME JOB: SALES, flexible hours, good pay.
Po.~~lblc full-time .~ummer. Call Phil Franc1yk, CLU.
883·5360.
.
2/17

tOO% Pure Beef

Enclosed $._ _ _ _ Placed by

IDOLLI'J>Jf!ON!ll

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

,

These hours are computed by
multiplying the number of students
enrolled in a particular class by the
number of credit hours that class is
worth academically.
The money for summer school
then goes to each department
chairmall who assesses the best way
of spending it, said Wollman.
.
"The summer budget is basically
a salary budget-there is no money
for supplies, equipment or travel as
there is in the regular academic
·year," Wollman said.
Also said Wollman, more classes
'
.
may be offered in one year than m
the next because of the composition
of the summer school faculty for
each department.
"Since teaching assignments are
usually rotated within a depart·
ment, one summer there might be
all junior faculty members teaching
while the next summer there might
be all senior faculty," he explained.
This is due to the difference in the
salaries for junior versus senior
faculty members.
There are, however, small
changes made in department
budgets in the summer sessions
depending on specific needs,
Wollman said.
"For example, if the geology
department needed to add a lieldwork course and had never been
able to offer it in the past, we would
try to fit it in without killing off
another department too badly,"
said Wollman.
Norwood said the provost's
office is trying to encourage
departments and colleges to offer
innovative, interesting courses.
"We have a southwest theme for
several interrelated courses which
will be continued and expanded this
summer. This theme is important
because of its interest to a wide
range of students. It was intitated
by the participating departments,"
she said.
..
In the College of Arts and

Sciences, Wollman said, depart- equipment needed for a class, he
ments getting the most money for said. The budgets for the physics
summer school include the English, and chemistry departments, he
modern language and math explained, where classes are small
departments.
and expensive equipment is
"But you must remember that necessary will be larger than
these departments are some of the budgets for in'troductory social
largest and offer the most classes science classes.
during the regular semesters," he
Norwood said, "We are hoping
added.
that the enrollment in summer
The summer school budgets school this year will exceed that of
parallel those of the academic the summer of 1975." If this is the
school year for each department. A case, more money will be allcoated
large department, which has a large for the 1979 summer session and
budget, can offer a greater variety the curriculum will be better
of classes than a small department planned, she said ..
which has a small budget, Wollman
"There is currently a group
said.
working on the planning of the
Another consideration is the summer session for 1979,'' she said.
,----------------------With a little more than $3,200
left for 1977-78, the ASUNM
Senate is scheduled to be considering appropration bills in excess
of $6,500 at its meeting tonight.
Included in the appropriations is
a bill for $4,000 for the ASUNM
Fiesta Committee. The committe
has yet to be formed, with positions
still open, ASUNM president Tom
Williams said.
Other appropriations include
$500 for the NROTC Roadrunners,
$832 for Delta Sigma Pi, $250 for
the
Albuquerque
Christian
Fellowship, $300 for Women's
Studies Student Association and
$522 for the college of Nursing
Student Council.
Williams is also expected to
deliver a State of ASUNM speech
detailing the present position of
student government and the future
of ASUN:\'t
Leonard Garcia, chairman of the
ASUNM Lobby Committee said he
will bring the senate up to date on
the activities of the committee in
Santa Fe during the present
legislative session.
The senate is to meet at 7 p.m. on
the second floor of the New Mexico
Union.

Requests
Exceed
AS uN M
Fa1nan ces

